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Modern warfare and its operations are decisivelj/' influenced
by technical development,
of methods of warfare, both the nature and effects of battle-actions take
on a more complex and far reaching form.

In the ceaseless stxuggle forwards, research taps new material
and mental sources, in order to open nev/ roads of victory to the Command.
Battle successes themselves groT/ v/ith technical progress, because they
are conditioned to a great extent by the technical qualities of weapons and
instruments.

Tfith the constant innovations in and perfection

The introduction of machine-guns and the use of tanks and U-boats
exercised an influence during the First World War and defined to a
considerable extent the nature of the war, but the use of aircraft in
battles over land and sea instituted a change of fundamental importance,
j/hereas the operations of the belligerents had T)neviousl3'' been confined to
the land and sea, now the whole of the sky had also become a combat area.

Air warfare, by its very nature, brought to the front npv/ forces
Vi^bich obeyed their own laws and was constantly striving to break away from
the restrictions of land and sea vwarfare. The early development of the
Luftwaffe, which started between 1914 and 1918, took place v/ithin the
framev/ork of the Army and the Navy.

The use of air forces merelj?- as a subsidiary force to the other two
branches of the Service remained in existence for  a long time,
fact even the members of the Plying'Corps who were operationally independent
had only a small sphere of activity, and it was not imtil towards the end
of'the war that their importance began to increase,
technical improvC'iient in aircraft, and the progress made in the sphere of
navigation and armament increased the operational possibilities of the
Lufk/vaffe and caused it to develop more and more on independent lines.
In England a decisive conclusion had already been drawn from these facts
and in July, 1918,
AOYAL AIA POdCI] and raised to the position of the third Service.
countries were behind Angland in this resioect and they entered upon the
road only very slov/ly.

in actual

The continuous

the Air forces of the Ai’my and Navy were combined as the
All other

new?

The position and importance of the Luftvwaffe w/ithin the combined

of the most disputed problems of military science at the end
As Germany was not allov/ed to posses a plying

Corps after the Treaty of Versailles, this argument w/as carried on mostly
in Lngland, Prance and Italy,
insisted that air forces v/ere to be used only in support of land and sea forces,
i.e. as an auxiliary weapon. They v/ould not admit the premise of
independent air v/arfare, necessitating a third branch of the
an equal footing with the Army and Navy.

forces T/as one

of the First World War.

The representatives of the old school

Services, on

On the other hand, the supporters of the nev/ school stressed, first
and foremost, the operational methods of the Luftwaffe, which altered
fLUidamentaily the nature of v/arfare opei'ations in three-dimensional space
made possible by technical development. They tried to prove that flying
units could carry out independent operations and therebj'' have considere.ble
influence on the course of a battle, apart from co-operation 'Vvith the Army
and Navy. They, therefore, refused the role of an auxiliary arm, w/hich had
fallen to the lot of the air forces during the w/ar. ^^eir goal was to break
the old bonds, to obtain their o’wn High Command and operate independently.

The battle of opinions, w/hich swaye*& backwards and forwards after
the T/ar, -was given an entirely new aspect by the writings of the Italian
General Douhet.
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Douhet v/as born in I869 in Caserta,
Academy and became an artillery officer,
Sta.ff and the technical Service and was made Commander of the Airship
Battalion.

He attended the Milit

In May, I915, when Italy entered the war, Douhet was Chi

ary
Later he qualified for the General

ef of
the General Staff with the Milan Division. In this capacity he expressed,
in a report which was sent to the highest authorities, a very sharp
criticism of the Italian methods of, conducting the war. Bor this, he was
court martialled and sentenced, in 1916., to one year's imprisonment; but
the truth of his statements was soon proved and with it the lack of self-
interest behind his actions. The sentence was quashed and Douhet v/as

'Lhen in I9I8, he was promoted to Commamder of the Flying Corps
his military course had r’eached its peak,
retirement, be v/as promoted to General,

reinstated.

In 1921, shortly after his
and from that tiiTie, he devoted

himself exclusively to his work on the science of warfare.

As a man, Douhet had a frank and pa^ssionate cha.racter.
he considered a thing to be correct he had to say so freely and back it up
to the best of his a.bility. He pux’sued his aims vigorously, without regard
to any disadvantages which he might bring upon himself.

He combined clear reasoning povver v/ith a sense of vision for
essentials and the scientific basis of his work. Intellectually he was
very active and developed his thoughts with convincing eloquence; he also
proved to be a talented writer.

If ever

Douhet's steadfast personality was reflected in his method of work.
He stated his findings in an objective and logical monner, and avoided
definite solutions and prophesies. Even if he tended to underestimate the
value of military experiences in the course of history he did take as .the
basis for his studies the most important general lessons from the First
vVorld ¥ar. He alY/ays regarded things from the point of view that the future
is nearer to the present than the past.

Douhet attached particular importance to the new technical instruments
He tested their possibilities and effects in order to draw

Nevertheless, he never lost sight of the
restrictions imposed by the reduction in expenditure on armaments.

of Yvar.

conclusions for future wars.

The military treatises of Douhet were printed in  a series of
pamphlets and essays, which appeared mainly betY/een 1920 - 30. The titles
of his most important writings, from Y/hich one can form a general picture of
his ideas, are as follov/s:

"Supremacy in the Air" (editions 1921, 27)
"The form of future great wars" (1928)
"Tbs problem of total war" (1923)
"How to obtain Air Supremacy" (1928)
"The Air Army" (1928)
"Defensive on the ground

The German version of Douhet's main work is called "Luftherrschaft" (
(Air Supreimacy) and also contains his forecast of the 'Var I9..".

A composite 'v/ork, Y/hich v/as to have contained his oY/n theories,and
the objections raised to them, Y/as never published. Whilst still engaged on
this work, the General died, in 1930.

The Douhet theory was developed v/ith logical consistency and unity into
school of thought, v/hich was 'boon to be the central point of all observations

on military science.

Offensive in the Air (1929)

a

/ The
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The basic theme which runs through all the works of this Italian
writer, underlies the revolutione.ry importance of the Lufteaffe for the
course of all future wars. In this .respect, Douhet saw a deep cleft between
the battles of the past and those of the future,  a cleft which had been
caused by the progress of technical development. The wars of the past
centuries were for him only conflicts bebveen the ax'mies and navies of
individual states. Peoples <and dynasties were only concerned indirectly

The First World T/ar was the first to exceed these limits.with them.
Douhet saw in the World

strength of the opposing peoples. Victory in this struggle went inevitably
to the party which could destro57 the material and moral reserves of the
opponent before it was exhausted itself,
automatic w'eo-pons,

r a battle of nations which demanded all the

As a result of the, advent of
the battle took the shape of a v/ar of positions, in

which the decision was reached by attrition of the enemy.
\mr at sea v/as dominated by the iverv/helming strength of the Allied fleet.

Meanwhil the«>

In Douhet’s opinion both the Array a.nd Navy entered the war in a
state of unpreparedness, because they did not assess correctly the value of the
technical methods of warfare - (automatic weapons and U-boats),
thus failed to exploit fulljr the new forces available.

They had

The General warned against the assumption that the next war y/ould
take the same form as the last one, In spite of the broad canvas on which
the I914/I8 vi/ar had run its cojurse, for Douhet it belonged to an era that v/as
dead and gone.

The basic character of v/ars, as it had been previously manifested,
underv/ent a decisive change, according to the theories of Douhet.
now added a factor which up to now had been disregarded, which was for
future judgement quite new, and v/hich was t- have an equal influence on both
sea end land warfare.

There v/a

With the advent of the air arm, the v/hole territory

s

of nations came v/ithin the scope of the attacking weapons of the enemy ejod
could become a theatre of v/ar. Differences betv/een the front and home,
v/hich in the First \/orld Wojr were still distinguishable, should no longer
exist. On this basis Douhet designed a completely nev/ picture of future
v/arf are.

He believed, that in the approaching struggle as had already
happened in the Pii-st World V/ar all the forces of the belligerent peoples
would have to be harnessed in the intei'ests of the war effort. Victorjr
Y/ould fall to that side, which v/as first able to destroy the resistance of
the enemy, both materially and morally,
predicted no particular changes, because the factors, which formed their
fundamental rules, were the same as those of the past.

Douhet considered it, hov/ever, irapossible to view the operations of
the Army and the Navj'’ separately, because with the advent of the Air
v/arfare had assumed a nev/ character,
enemy nation necessai-y f-'u'" victor’y could result only indirectly through the
forces .of the Aimy and the Navy,
future war, y/ould be borne hy the Air Force, by means of attacks on the
enemy's sources of power.

For land and sea warfare he

Force,
In his opinion the attrition of the

The main burden ')f the battle in the

In the interests of an effective execution of these decisive tasks,
the General considered the skies to be unsuited to a defensive mode of ■
warfare. For him, air offensive was the most simple form of v/arfare and aii’
defence the most difficult. Logically, therefore, he postulated that the
flying forces should be engaged on offensive operations.
World War the fronts had become static, he considered defence to be the
easiest mode of battle for the Array and the Navy. He gave them, therefore,
only defensive commissions and wished to dispense v/ith land and sea
offensives, on account of the tyemendous supplies necessary.

The methods of attack bj/ which the enemy's pew/ers of resistence

/ v/ere

As in the First
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vifere to be eliminated, v/ere H..^, incendiary and gas bombs,
perhaps too high hopes of their effect,

would only last one month, if the most important of the large to^ms, and the
centres of industry and commerce could be attacked with 300 tons of bombs.
Oven in cases where the morale of the civil population might be high, he considered
that the obliteration of these tovms would mean a complete breakdown of the basic
social system of a nation.

In this connection, Douhet discussed the question of whether the dangers
of air T/arfare could not be eliminated by an international treaty,
this, and was firmly convinced that sooner or later one or other of the two
belligerent parties v/ould resort to air attacks,

obtain the advantage from the verj'' beginning,
the inevitability of this forn of attack.

The General had

Ho v/as of the opinion that the war

He denied

So that the enemy should not
he demanded a ole ax' inquii'’y into

In preparing his evidence, the General started at "the conception of
.iaximum effort", as be often expressed it in the basic concepts of his theory.
He examined the question of how the total supplies at his disposal should be
shared out amongst the Array, the Navy and the Air Force in order to obtain the
greatest possible effect. For this purpose, he ascertained ’the relative value
of single branches of the forces within the whole framework of the forces,
investigated the question of how these branches could, in theii- respective
sphex'es, attain the greatest possible effort fox' the collective forces.
Genei''al based his opinion on the conclusions which he himself had drawn from the
events of the First World Yfar, viz:-
the air.

He

The

defensive on land and sea, offensive in
Thereby Douhet believed that he was doing justice to the limits of

capability of each branch of the forces. The Array could only operate on land,
the Navy v/as confined to sea-operations. The Air Force, however, opened up
the possibilities of operating in oombination with the Army and the Fleet and,
in addition, of executing independent missions,
their resouroes v/ith the greatest effect.

They would thus be able to use
From this statement the general drew

the conclusion that when the greatest effective use is made -of the Air Force,
then toe total effort of the armed fox'ces reaches its greatest heights.

in order to ensure a corresponding i-'ational distribution of supplies,
Douhet suggested the creation of a unified Ministry of Defence and High
Command. Thus on the organizing side he wished't.'; serve the common goal of
all branches of the forces, to eliminate all splitting of strength and
guarantee a balanced and haraonious liaison.

Within this framework, the Ge^neral laid doYm four zones of operation.
The Commands of tne Army, the Navy, the independent Air Force, and the ground
air defences, should como under the High Command,
aims which Douhet set the armed forces as a Yvhole.
these two main duties.

All of these had the same

They were contained in

1) Defence of the homeland.

2) Attack on the enemy's defensive positions, in order to
penetrate into the enemy country.

In order not to clash directly v/ith the views held by the Army and
avYf, these aims nad first of all to be clarified as far as the Air Force was
concerned. The idea of a concentrated air attack Y?as decisive in defining the
individual duties of the various branches of the armed forces.

As Doubet considered the sky to be the decisive combat area, he
demanded fox’ it the strongest deployment of po’wer and offensive operations.
He Y/anted to combine the Yvbole of the available air strength into one force Y?ith
a definite offensive chai’acter. i-le rejected the idea of an "auxiliai''y fox’ce"
for the Army and the Nav^r, Yvitb flying formations to strengthen the air
defences of the homeland. Fox' active aii’ defence he considei’ed that the only
soluuion Y7as Flak, WYhich could be concentrated on the most impox'tant objects.
On the other hand, he considei'’ed xt necessary to develop passive air defence to
the utmost.

/ Douhet
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Douhet used Italy as an example to explain these views. In the
event of war the Army v/ould have to throw back any attacks of the enemy
the frontiers and defend Italian territory from an invasion of enemy armies.
Immediate air support would not be granted for this purpose.

The Navy'vvould have to repel attacks from the sea on Italian
territory and ports. Moreover, the safety of Italian sea traffic in the
Mediterranean would have to be ensured, also v/ithout air support.

on

In the same vvay, the territorial air defence had to work without
flying units. It could only rely on the active ground defence,s v/hich
placed in position f ir the defence of the most important objects in Italy.
Moreover, the whole of Italy should be covered.by  a comprehensive system of
passive air defence. For defensive measures In the sphere of the Army, the
Navy and the air protection of the homeland, Douhet granted only the necessary
minimum of forces, for he

were

considered that the object of defensive operations
was merely to provide the Air Force with sufficient time to v/in a decisive
victory. Thus Douhet wanted to make the Luftwaffe as strong as possible at
the cost of the other branches .of the Forces, v/hich would be used only in .
defensive operations. He expected the Air Force to achieve a decisive
victory in a very short time.

The theory v/hich he had formed from his studies of maximum effort, that
In connection withbattle area, had to. be proved.the

this t/vo questions arose.
air T/as the decisive

1) xs supremacy in the air really of such great importance, and

2) Can this supi-emacy be attained?

In his answer the General expanded upon the advantages, v/hich, in the
event of war, went with the possession of air supremacy,
supremacy the possibility of , attacking without hindrance the whole land and
sea area of the

He saw'in air

enemy and of crippling the resources of the enemy nations.
From these direct attacks on the enemy home fro,nt he expected quite considerable
m:)ral and material results. Especially advantageous was the fact that the air
forces of the enemy could be wiped out and at the same time one's ov/n sphere of
activity'' could bo offei’ed the necessary protection. The overwhelming
importance of the Air Force la}'’ in the wide scope of its. operational activities.

In order t' v/in air supremacy the General considered that the first
essential was.the elimination of enemy air force operations,
prepared by attacks on the o,pposing ground organisation and in the destruction
of enemy flying units in the air.

successful Gvonclusion of the battle for air supremacy would be assured.

This could be

As one's own air power increased, so the

In any case, Douhet was strong.ly opposed to using any division of his
flying forces for defensive duties,
contravention of the essential nature

For him it amounted to a direct

'f the Air Force and a weakening of its
effect, when some sections remained in the homeland as a defence against enemy
attacks,

On these basic ideas of his theory, the General formed his regulations
The choice of targets he

of considerations of military, political, social
He was determined to avoid every fixed

for the operation and organisation of the Air Force,
made dependent upon a seri
and psychological significance,

scheme and demanded here, above all, flexibility in forming judgments and in
making- decisions.

es

Douhet was of the opinion that the air war would never assume the
form in v/hich onl}' the tw>j opposing air forces v/ere actively i.'n combat,
both sides air attacks against enemy territory would start in order to strike
at the centre of his resistance.

On

The first targets would be static objects.

/ the
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the ground organisation of the enemy Air Force and its aircraft industry,
executing such attacks, the stronger side need not avoid air combat; but the
\7eaker side would have to do so.

I

The strategic offensive always seems to be

n

the more effective method, even if one's own Air Force should be numerically
inferior to that of the enemy.

To attempt to achieve air supremacy by means of air battles alone
would, in Dpuhet's opinion, take too long. He demanded from the flying units
two things: sufficient strength for air battles and also for attacks against
ground objectives. In this sense, the attacks against the sources of power
behind the enemy lines would have a double purpose; firstly,,to inflict losses on the
enemy and secondly to entice his air forces into battle. ■ Against all the laws
of the past concerning war strategy, he was prepared to renounce surprise
attacks because he wished to force the enemy defensive forces to fight,

In order tj be able to meet all possible difficulties effectively,
the attacks Y/ould be flown in mass formation. Douhet pressed, therefore, for
a decrease in the size of the Army and Navy in order to use all possible resources
for a strengthening of the Air Force. Army and Navy air forces he considered to
be pointless, superfluous and even dangerous, because they were "withdrawn from
the struggle for air supremacy and as a result vrould have no influence on the
actual course of the battle. His ideas on aircraft types were based on the
same thought process. He rejected the fighter aircraft, because its value was
always changing due to improved speeds and manoeuvrability. He advocated the
bomber type of aircraft as a basic type for his air force, in order to possess
a^comparatively stable fighting force in the air,
mind an "air cruiser" which v/ould combine the qualities of a bomber with heavy
armament and strong construction. He regarded it as an important advantage
if the air battle could be carried out in this manner with a compact group of
aircraft of similar types.

These theories v;ere more then a development on previous ideas. They
meant a radical change in the ideas of military science, v/hich had been accepted
up to that time. The new ideas broke away completely from the existing
conceptions of the methods of Y>/arfare and shov/ed how the "sky force
nev/ possibilities.

In this respect he had in

opened up

The ability .^f an air force to hit and cripple the heart of the enemy
nation at the beginning of hostilities, led the General to a re-valuation of the
other branches :f the forces. This formed the basis of his nev/ Y/ar treaties.

The effects on the operation and the training of troops Y/ere
Moreover, because of this the Command v/as faced v/ith entirely neY/

In order to justify this from the very beginning, Douhet Y/ished to
establish a War Academy for the Y/hole of the forces, in addition to the General
Staff Colleges for the separate branches of the forces,
returned to his old ideas on the maxinaum effort of the forces,
grasp of the situation as a whole even v/hen emphasizing the importance of the
Air Force.

far-reaching,
problems.

flere the General

He retained a

In order to serve the general aim of the armed forces, the successful
conclusion of the war, he wanted to make the Air Force a decisive Yveapon.
Liaison in command and action, clever balancing of forces and mutual understanding
for the Y/ork in.a common cause, were the defining principles of his programme.
It v/as basically a matter of indifference to him whether the war Y/as v/on on land,
on sea, or in the air, but, as he had recognized the sky as the determining battle
area, he wished, in the general interest, to achieve victory in this sphere by
the concerted use of all available forces.

(111.)

In judging this train of thought one must alv/ays realise that Douhet
based,his observations on the characteristics of his native country He.

/ constantly
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cnnstantly used the geo-political and milita~ry position ■

natural bmndary f the Alps'in the Rorth in order t
■ theories,

rules for the conduct >f vi/ar by all c-iuntries.

Italy and the
expound and prove his

maans his intention to lay dov/n binding and rigid
Thus, these ideas which were

formed v/ith Italy as the countrjr concei'ned, could not generally bo applied,
for it is quite .;>bvious that every people, every state and, every economy must
be. considered in the light of its racial, historical and geo-political
characteristics.

J1

it was by n J

To this extent, the nev/ ideas expressed in air warfare
were limited in their implications.

Nevertheless,
revolutionary theory should call forth s^me criticism,
follov/ed a scientific argument, in the course
to the nev/ theory were raised.

it was natural that,^ the exposition of such a
Indeed, there

f T/hich innumerable objections
The jpponents of the General declared s.ir ’

Ti/arfare t be illegal, they rejected the creation of a unified High Command
and took exception t
modern v/arfare.

.  )

the decisive role to be played by the Air Force in
The critics attacted the fundamentals of the Douhst theory

when they declared the Air Force to be ineffective
supremacy impossible.

and the attainment of air

.Members of the Army and the Navy w .uld in no circumstances renounce
their auxiliary Air Force units. They cited the experiences of the v/orld v/ar
in order to prove the necessity for immediate air support, under the command
of the Army or Nav^r,
ideas on the Air Force, and v/ho were of the opinion that the outo.jrae of the air
war Y/;uld be decided exclusively in air battles.

Then again there were those who advanced'' their lown

There was also much dissension concerning the employment 'f the
Services and their possibilities of effective action.
General believed his ideas could not be accepted 3.s a basis for a nevi/ theorj?
of ̂ ■/arfa^e until they had been proved in actual practive.
objection that the Air Force was a very expensive v/eapon and that the
realisation of the Douhet the ory v/ould ruin the country,
various eocamples to prove that the decision would not necessarily be made in
the air.

the Army and the Navy.

The opponents of the

Others put the

The critics cited

The critics v/ent so far as to say the Douhet wanted to do away with

In genero.l then, there was not '
v/hich was not subjected to severe criticism,
most active element in the contraversy v/hich ho.d arisen;
every one of his 'opponents. Untiringly he took up his pen time and again in
order t" lend new force to his the'ory, ojod in order t'O fortify it against all
contradictory judgments,
demands.

me point f Douhet's war thesis,
The General himself v/as the

for he ansY/ered

Douhet -would not give T>/ay a single inch in his
On the contrary, he repeated, in his numerous contraversial

publications, what he had tried to prove in his main works;
i'mportance of the strategic air offensive in the form of a massed break-through
to the sources of enemy power.

the decisive

IV.

How far Douhet was actually right was first shown by the developments
which took place during the Second '^Forld Va.r.

The quick successes Yvhich were won in all theatres of war by the
German ''Hehrraacht betiveen the years 1939-41 must be credited to a large extent
to the supremacy of our Luftwaffe. The unquestioned air supremacy Vi^hich out
own air forces won inside a very short time, enabled a large-scale air-
offensive to be mounted. This fact became a decisive factor in the frame-v/ork
of the v/ar as a whole. Distinctive features. :.f this modern method of v-zarfare
were the flexible use of the Luftwaffe in large areas, the determination to
fight to the end and concentrated air attacks against the centres of enemy
resistance.

/ Just
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Just as Douhet had called fer, in his theory, large scale operations
could now be carried -ut. T ) a limited degree, this .ccurrcd with the --utbreak

hostilities. The Luftwaffe contributed greatly to the successful conclusion
Beyond the jperational spheres 'f ,the Army and the

Navy, the Luftwaffe, in accordance y/ith the new theory of warfare, attacked
targets deep in the enemy territory.

of the "Battle if Poland".

With the possession of air supremacy, we
succeeded in disorganising the movements of enemy troops, px'eve.nted the Polish
retreat over the Weichsel, and. paved the way f r  a pincer movement.

it is true that the flying units did not bear the brunt of the battle
Tae Army front did not remain static, as Bouhet had presumed, but was

always being pressed forward powerfully under the protection of the air umbrella.
In order t o achieve a. rapid'elimination of the enemy, the German Command could
not limit its actions to a merely defensive land-battle,
the offensive

alone.

for it was precisely in
co-'operation of the land and air troops that the secret ^f their

success was to be found.

Similarly, but in far more difficult conditiins, the 'ccupation of
Denmark and Norway was completed in the early months L I940. In .this
undertaking, t'’0, the Luftwaffe showed itself t'O be a decisive factor in the
access .if the complete plan of campaign. Here again, however, a defensive
licy 'On the part of the Array and the Navy w iuld not have contributed to the
access of the enterprise.

.  Lu-opean terrain in themselves contradicted,
L.'uhet had expounded using Italy as an example,
.jperations of the. Luftwaffe,
in the theory.

•  )

The geographical conditions of the Northern
this oGcasi.on, the ideas which
As regards the actual

new aspects arose which had n it been considered
The Gener.o.l had 'verlooked the possibilities 'f. an airborne

operation and the questiion of supplying advanced p-ositions by means of air
transport. It -was shown, therefore, that in detail, the course of the
followed only partially in the train of thought -f the Douhet theory.'
Basically it was proved to the v/hole world, h^owever, t o 'what extent the hopes
placed in air force .operations corresponded t ■ the actual possible effect
the third arm

on

war

of
f the Dorces.,  , . Nan ahead of his time, Douhet had realized that

dominant strength in the air made it possible t ' achieve treimendous successes.

Broadly speaking, the Douhet theory was substantiated during the
course of the campaign in the West in Max-- and June, 1940. In his forecasts
’f the future war he had allocated t: the Luftwaffe as its first targets the
gr <und organisation of the e.nemy air force and its aircraft industry.
German Command pursued the same policy. At the beginning of the battle
mighty blows were struck against the enemy's jumping off bases in the
Netherlands, Belgium and North .hast Prance, resulting in the destructi.^n of the
Dutch a.hd Belgian air . forces and forcing the British and Drench forces, which
were badly hit, to use dispersal airfields. Their 07ell-pla.nned  and combined
operations, which in the mearwhile had met with many difficulties, were farther
reduced by the destruction of the Potez works and ten M.Li depots.

German air forces fighting in the Lest possessed sufficient airci’aft
ior air battles .and Dor attacks against ground objectives,
in a very short time in gaining air supremacy,
and in giving strong support to the Army.

In accordance with Douhet's ideas,
out, almost unhindered, against the
areas of Drench territory.

The

Thus they succeeded
in destroying Industrial factories

concentrated attacks were carried

enemy's industrial centres, involving large

The unceasing attacks against the enemy Army, especially the
demorali<feing effects , of the Stuka squadrons, had a great influence on the raoid
and successful c.ourse of further operations. The advance t o the Channel was
made possible only because both flanks of the spearhead were protected by air
reconnaissance and by strong active air supp.ort. Thus, the expectations from
tne theory ̂ f, air warfare had been largely fulfilled. The losses in men and
material inflicted on the enemy by air acto. m were so high that his resistance

/ was
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was crippled,

hopelessness of coobating it, roust be regarded as an important psychological
Diotive in the 'weakening of the French ovill to resist,
therefore, in the full sense 'f Douhet's ideas, materially and morally
conquered by the Luftwaffe - although with the modification that, in this
case also, the Army had its place 'in the strategic o/.'fensive.

Furthermore, the impression of Gei’man air superiority and th

The enemy ovas,

e

Thus the skjr had not become the sole decisive theatre of war.

In spite of the iraportance of the air -.perations, the rapid victories in, the
West v/ere in no sraall measui'e due to the fact that the ground forces did not
remain -on the defensive,

attacks in Holland ajod Belgium opened up the possibility of over-coming strong
enemy positions behind their lines and thus broadened the scope 'L land
operations,

not conducted in the same lines as in ,1918.
tanks and airci’aft the holding 'f firm lines of defence was nO' longer possible
a,nd a neov phase of mobile v/arfare was opened.

The encircling iperati'ins by means of airborne

Contrary ti jjouhet's theory, it ims shov/n that land \?arfare was

In the pla,nned co-operation of

The air Avar against :“;ngland between August 1940 and June 1941 Avas,
however, based on a fundamental of the Douhet theory, viz:- defensive on.
land and sea - offensive in the air.

The original intention .of invading the British Isles was given up.
Thus for the first time Douhet's theory of air warfare existing alone A/as
realized. In conformity Avith the strategy v/hich had resulted in the

destruction of the I'rench Air Force, the immediate objective nov/ v/as the
elimination 'f the FuAP. In August 1940, more than 1000 targets of the enemy

The desired result, theAir Force and aircraft industry 'were attacked,
attainment' if air supremo.G3/ over Southern ,..;ngland c-ould not h.owever be achieved.

In these circumstances two factors arose 'which varied from the

Douhet theory;-

The impossibility of gaining and retaining air supremacy
Avithout occupying the enemy country, having regard t-"' the
technical limitations in existence at that time.

2) The imp'issibility of forcing a decision through air warfare
o.lone.

This was confirmed Avhen, after the cessation of direct attacks

against the enemy Air Force, the battle against the British industrial centres
began. Certainly the operations v/hicb were fl.own v/ithout interruption for
10 months against ..ingland vfere .if paramount importance for the future c'urse
of events. Th,., economic damage to the various areas of supply proved to be
large* The influence -'f the air war on aircraft pi-oduction and thereby also
on the effective attacking po¥/er of the FvAF could not be denied. It was,
indeed, n^'t until Iaw 1 years later that the enemy's Air Force had recovered
sufficiently t strike back. By this means the t'ime fixed for the beginning
of the massed attacks on Germanj/ A'/as postponed and our own flying units had
Avon sufficient respite for the fight against Bussia.

The decision 'v/hich Douhet had hoped for as a result of warfare

conducted along completely strategic lines had however not yet been Avon,
v/hether that would have been possible if operations against Lngland had been
continued, must remain open t ■ question,
alone, for example, 49 large scale attacks and 283 nuisance raids were flown

and 14,409 incendiary
ven though no gas bambs were used in the

operation, nevertheless, according to Douhet,, a much smaller number of
bambs should have sufficed in order to convince the enemy nation of the
uselessness f furthei’ resistance,

nc't happen.

In September and October, 1940,

against London, in these raids 3,743 tons of H
containers (AB3^) v/ere dropped.

T'^

In actual fact this expected collapse did

It would have been v/rong t ' measure the British pov/er of

/ resistance
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reaistance by Italian standards. The aaterial damage had led to a v/eakening
f Sngland's potential war strength but this was not of decisive importance.

Even so, the successes which had been achieved proved that the
strategic advantages of an island position could be considerably' diminished
by massed air attacks and that England too was now exposed to the immediate
effects of the war.

r)

The course of the air war. since 1941 has been characterised by the
fact that the Luftwaffe has not been used again in'concentrated attacks against
one opponent on one front,

several theatres of war to direct its blov;s at the enemy in many directions.
The inevitable result has been a decrease in its operational strength on the
various sections of the front,

of operational air warfare in favour of immediate support for the Army and the
Navy became an actual fact. '
to the rules of Douhet now disappeared.

The situation in the East afforded a perfect example,
of its inferiority, the strategic Luftwaffe was forced to abandon its real
tasks, despite a clear recognition of the disadvantages v/hich T/ould result.

Neither in Nussia nor in the Mediterranean nor in the Yfest could
German air superiority, be .maintained, and the initiative went increasingly to
the enemy. The pressure of events forced the Luftwaffe on to the defensive.

It has been forced, by simulteneous operations in

Thus the deviation from the previous rules

The primary conditions for an operation according

As a result

Thus the phase had occurred which Douhet had wanted to avoid,
the General's opinion, the strategic offensive T;as always the most effective
form of operation,
where

In

He considered it should be used even in circumstances

one's w?n Air Force is v/eaker than that of the enemy.

It is true that repeated'attempts were made on the Eastern Front to
The great expanse of theachieve ,.-asting effects through air operations,

enemy terrain made it exceptionally difficult, however’ to attack the opponent's
sources of power, as laid down in the Douhet theory. Attacks were, therefore,
carried out mainly against communications and traffic centres behind the
f r -.^n t.

enemy

As. the Soviet production centres were mainly out of range of
aircraft this seemed to be the type ~f strategic air attack which would inflict
the m-'st damage on the enemy,
in Gorki, Jaroslawl, Rybinsk, Moscow and Leningrad were carried out not and
again, but were not sufficiently effective because they were executed ?/ith too
few aircraft and at too great intervals,
attacks of this nature could not be attained.

our

Attacks on the important war armament factories

The aim which Douhet had in view for

In actual fact all the flying for'mations had to be thrown into the
battle in direct sup.;.ort of the army in difficult situatio.r]s, such as arose
at Stalingrad, YYolch'OW, Luban and in the Crimea,
dispersed and, tied as they were to the land operations, they could not be
effective against the considerable reinforcements \?bich v/ere be^ng kept
mounted behind the enemy lines. They v/ere in the true sense of Douhet's
expression an "auxiliary'air force" and were thus incapable of playing a
decisive role. In the battle for air supremacy and that against the sources
of enemjr pmer the German Luftwaffe no longer had any part.

Their forces were thus

Forced on to the defensive fr.jrn the point of view of both numbers
Our OT/nand quality of aircraft, the Luftwaffe inevitably suffered defeats,

air operations became v/eak in comparison vrith those of the enemy,
enemy's stream of supplies flov/ed practically unhindered up t
line and there made possible the beginning of his

The

the front

Thus it was

also clearly shown on the negative side how correct was D'juhet's general
picture of the overwhelming importance of the Luftwaffe in modern warfare.

successes.

The operations in the Mediterranean theatre of war since 1942
,  Our own Naval forces there were on the defensive, andhave proved this.
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the nain burocn of the battle against the Allied attempts to reinforce
tneir armies in North Africa v^as born by the Luft^vaffc. Although the
success gained by our forces in this campaign was considerable, the number
of aircraft.at our disposal at this time was insufficient to enable us to
stop the Allies frpm reinforcing their front against Tunis. In this
theatre also, air operations were gradually confined to support of the
Army and the Navy, , As a result of their numerical inferiority, therefore,
ey were forced to adopt a plan of campaign ’which was directly opposed to

the principlies laid down by Douhet.-

11-

The enemy had new wrested the initiative from us.
pursuing the opposite course to
defensive to the air offensive.

He T/as now

our own, i.e, he was passing from the air
.  . As a result of his far-sighted planning

■ur opponent was able ti adopt the ideas of Douhet at the same moment that
we were forced t-o abandon them. The English and Americans, profiting bytheir experiences of the first v/ar years, had built up a strong air force
suitable for strategic warfare, as 'well as for support of the Army.

Apart from the events in the„ , - secondary theatre of war in the
^iv^aiterranoan, the enemy Army and Navy were on the defensive. The Air
PorcGs, however, had, since 1942, steadily increased the weight of their
ollensive from Western bases. Douhet's basic de.nand of defence on land
and sea and attack in the air, once again became  a definite proposition.
By reason of its oveiv/helming superiority, the :iUiglo-AmeriGan  air offensive
before the invasion came much nearer tc a realization of the Douhet theory
than the German operations in 1940/41. The Western Allies had extended
their aircraft production to such an extent, that in 1942 they were able toenter into the- fight, against V/estern and Central Europe with superior forces.

As in the theory of the Italian General, the battle for air
supremacy w?as the preliminary step. Gradually the enemy attacks embraced

he 'ccupied territories of the ?/est and penetrated further and further into
the Reich.

they concentratccl. mainly on the coastal territ'jry, in
order to force back our ov/n fighter squadrons. After 1943, however, theoperations spread over the wh:)lo of Belgium and Prance. They were directed
continuously against our ground organisation, especially fighter airfields,and against our aircraft industry. Within the.b.orders of the Reich too,attacks v/cre now carried out on a large scale against aircraft factories,
and centres of fighter producti n such as Kassel, Oschcrsleben, Rost-ick,
Wameraunde, Regensburg, vfiener Ncustadt and Marienburg overe heavily raided.
The ultimate ^im of these widespread operations \7as the elimination of the
enemy Air Force, which D mhet considered to be the
struggle f or air

pri.iary condition in the
supremacy. Continuous attacks against our war industry

of ̂ the German people marked the end of the battle against the
LuitvvalYe. In this phase also the enemy v/as obviously f.ollov^ing Douhet's
Ideas. Operations against industrial and coQimunicati...-)ns targets were
supplemented by terror raids. .

The concentration effort,'which was noticeable in these
“ l>2.rm ny with the new theories. In the first half of

19-+3 the Allies flnv mainly terror raids against German tov/ns, but nevertheless
tried to hit industrial and armament-factories,
same year these operati ns greov to the size

From the middle of the
-  'f "Liquidation raids” in which

resiaential quarters and industrial and c.ommunico.tion depots were all equallyinv.-lved. During the early oionths of 1944 the main weight of enemy attacks
was concentrated, next to aircraft production, on c.ommunication  targets.From the middle of klay the Allied raids on the Reich were directed especially
against Gsrioan synthetic oil industry.

Thus the v/ar against the s.-urces of pca^er, as postulated by
Douhet was to a great extent carried mt. The f our-engined aircraft'"
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used by the enoiny in all these raids were able to ipcnctratc deeply into the
Reich, were capable 'f carrying 0. I
stability and heavjr defensive arnanent.
Douhet's ideal tj^-pe of "air cruiser".

It was not founr’ possible, hov/evor, to do v/ithout a strong fighter
On the contrary it soon became apparent that even the Plying

Portresses needed increasingly strong fighter protection,
destructive effect oi air attack, the General had overlooked the fact that
technical progress in air defence went hand in hand with the rapid advance d
flying technique.

considerable bomb-load, and possessed
In these respects, they resembled

force.

Convinced of the

in

It v;as not the case, as Douhet had tried to prove, that all the,
squadrons ei.iployed in the defence of the homeland were superfluous and useless.
The ARP organisation,
by the effective

developed to the utmost; was of itself insufficient,
co-operation of passive defence with the Flak and fighter

Onl

’cfencGs did the defence system achieve its maximum strength.

y

The end of the war could not be brought about, either materially or
psychologically,' by air warfare along. Events proved Douhet to be right when
II'.j maintained that the differences between fron line and home front would be
liminated by the air war. G-^rievous as were the losses suffered by the Reich
nd the damage inflicted on to it, German resistance did not collapse under
hose blCTws. Hero again it was clear that the General, judging from the point
'f view of Italians, had grossly underestimated national morale. Finally the
short period ■:)f time in which he hoped to force  a victory by air vvarfare had
now become an illusion.

For two whole years the enemy conducted his massed attacks against
,'.'estern and Central Europe in order to bring about the weak condition which ho
considered to be an essential c'ndition for an invasion. Sven if these attacks
c.'uld not bring about a final victory yet they proved themselves to be of the
utmost irap'jrtancc for the further course of the war. Above all, the
over-whclming air superiority 3f the enemy contributed greatly to the success
of the invasion. If y/e had had even equality in the air, the operation could
not have been carried-out successfully.

The enemy c-uld operate his strong bomber and fighter forces
practically unimpeded over the whole of the Y/estern theatre of war.,  , . ■ - By this
means he enabled his land troops .to break through and opened up the road to
the past. On this occasion the Army and Navy also played their part in the
strategic ■'•ffensive. However, the3'' did not enter the picture until the Air
Forces had laid dov/n a barrage enabling them to advance, under air protection,
apd complete the victory. The whole of the Douhet principles, were not,
therciore, put into practice by the enemy. Indeed, it is open to doubt
whether absolute air wr.rfaro is at all possible under the present-day tactical,
technical and organisational conditions.

In a correct ajopreciation of the effect that could be gained, our
opponents had concentrated on'
use of the Army and Navy.

air attack's, although they had not renounced the
Thus, in the true sense of Douhet's theory theyattained the maximuro effort from that arQi of the Forces which had fundamentallyinfluenced the condruct ^f v/arfare. The. possession of air superiority y/as an

essential condition to the great enemy successes in the YVest.

It is reiiiarkablc that D'ouhet foresaw the course of such operations
at a time when the air arm was Dnly in its early stages of development.

Using the experiences of the First World Y/ar, he created a new theoryof strategic air warfare, which has remained, even up to the present day, a
burning question in all observations -n military science.

S'oon went beyond the borders
foreign poyi/ers as being o.'f. epoch-making importance.

"Douhetism of Italy and was regarded by
Although the General's
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theory v/as based aainly on conditions in his awn country, its fundamentals
became a part of the military science of all countries.

He paved the way for an ' independent air force, and demonstrated the
necessity for a third arm of the Forces, on an equal footing with the other
two.

The General wished to do’ justice to the importance of technical
progress and thus to make full use of the possibilities of technical weapons
in any future war. He had recognised that the Air Force, being a v/eapon of
space, would be governed by nev/ laws and for that reason would have to be
separated from the Array and the Navy.

Firmly convinced of the importance of his ideas, he overcame all
obstacles, and carried his work to a clear and logical conclusion,

supremacy and air offensive formed the basis of the

In the war of space, which v/ould be carried out by the
Air Force, Douhet saw the only opportunity of avoiding a repetition of the
static fronts of the 1914/18 War.
serving the collective aim of the forces best if he based all preparations for
vvas on the assumption of a large-scale strategic air war.
through to the opponent's sources of pcrwer was to force the decision in the
future war.

His ideas on air

new school of thought.

He therefore believed that he Vi/ould be

The massed break-

in this new theory, as in every revolution, the old was valued too
little and the nev/ overestimated. Douhet did not advance beyond the point of
view of the First World War in his ideas on the operational possibilities of the
Army and Navj''. To recognise the limitations of his theory does not, However,
lessen its importance. The course of the European war since 1939 has shown to
what extent Douhet's thoughts were a part of the future. Air Supremacy and air
offensive did in fact become decisive factors in the battle.

Even to day, then, we must develop the ideas of Douhet in order to
upon us

The re-conquest of air supremacy is a
decisive factor in the outcome of the v/ar and if achieved, will guarantee final
victory.

extricate ourselves from the defensive position t/hich has been forced
by the pressure of the enemy powers.

Distribution:- Same as Translation No.VIl/VIII.




